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ABSTRACT

The U, S. Naval Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, Virginia, has
developed a detailed event type simulation of the Supporting Arms

Phase of an. dmphibious operation. The model has been developed
for research use in making studies concerning the supporting arms
phase oi an amphibious operation during the pre-D-day and D-day
(pre-H-hour) time period in a limited war setting, and for Fleet
Operators use to determine supporting arms requirements for an

amphibious assault. Programmed for the IBM 7030 (STRETCH) digital
computer, the model simulates the naval gunfire and air support
portions of the amphibious operation. Provisions are being made
to simulate attrition to friendly attack aircraft. The model is
currently operational and provides for considerable flexibility
of input data and for a wide variety of studies and applications.
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FOREWORD

The U. S. Naval Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, Virginia, is
responsible for the development and applicatton of computer models
in the field of amphibious warfare. This work is supported and
directed by the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OP-06C),
and is currently being conducted under BUWEPS Task Assignment

R520-OO-OO1/210-1/F018-02-OI.
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INTIODUCT ION

The Supporting Arms Model is a detailed ev'Pyt-type simulation which
has been formulated to simulate, separately or combined, the naval
guafire and air support portions of an amphibiauý oneratlon during
the pre-D-day arid P day (pro-H-hour) time period in a limited war
setting. Artillery iire support has been omitted from the simu-
lation because of the pre-H-hour conscraint If this capability is
needed in a special study, it can be played to a limited degree by
inputtirng characteristics of artillery pieces as characteristics of
firing units on ,hip- Provisions are being made to simulate
attrition to friendly attack aircraft by enemy ground air defense
installatj.c-in during itrikes on enemy target, The model has been
programmed ior the IBM 7030 (5TRETECH) digital c)mpuLer.

The puipose of thi-, report is to describe briefly each of the major
portions of the model, to discuss areas of application, and to
inform potential "user3" of input requirements and resulting output.

TYPE OF MODEL

The Supporting Arms Model is what is commonly referred to as an
event type model It contains 28 tables which are used for
descriptive purposes and status updating, and it contains 25 events

and two routinez whiih dre mathematical repre-entations of zne
various actions which woald take place during an amphibious
operation The Cementý ot the game (chips, aircrafts, targets,
etc,) are examined ir detail only at times w'hen theze action',
called events, take place. When an event (select target, launch
aircraft deliver ordnance, etc ) is initiated, the time to complete
the event is computed, 'e effects of this even-t or any of the
elements of the game ai, determined, and the entries in the corre-
sponding tables are changed Lo reflHct the re.j-lts of this event,
Events can be -tor- d to take place at specitic times, but in
general, on,'t, the gamt, ha, started, the event in progress generates
future event- which art, conrPqueices ot the action taking place.
The model logic arr'rigcs the initiat ion of these tture events in
order of increa.ing time The tables are, thu dynamic, reflecting
the status of each element in the game at all time,. It i ,
therefore, the rable• which are examined to determine the status of
given elements

A print-out of any table can be ordered at anv time during the play-
out of the game For example, a print-out of the output storage
table at time 1400 D-1 indicates those targets which have been
"killed", the -,apport ship number or aircraft number which "killed"
each target, the amont of amnunition expended by type on each
target, and the time cacti target was engaged by naval gunfire
and/or air support Aj.pendix A provides a li.-t of all tables in
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the game, and Appendix B provides a list of all events Appendix C
is a flow schematic of the paths the game can take throug'b the
various events.

MODEL DOCTRINE

The doctrine upon which the model was written is that contained in
NWIP 22-7(A), NWIP 31-3(A), NWP 41(A), NWIP 22-3(A), NWIP 20-1,
NWIP 22-2, ATP 4, and LFM-8, Doctrine was also discussed with
Marine Corps Officers at the Landing Force Developmen. Center,
Quantico, Virginia, and with Naval Officers at the U. S. Naval
Ampnibious Schools, Little Creek, Virginia.

MODEL CAPACITYý

TheOrVL caily, the storage cf thc somput-er limits the size of the
operation. However, the storage capacity of the IBM 7030 digital
computer imposts no realistic constraints. The only constraints
in the model are the size of the assault area, limited to 57 x 57
miles, and the number of types of aircraft and naval ordnance,
limited to nine types each. If necessary, these constraints can
be removed with minor model modification.

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

a. Operations Area - The operations area is represented in
the tirst quadrant in a Cartesian coordinate system Both the
X and Y axes are scaled in units of 100 yards as shown in Figure 1.

Y II

Ent.my Logistic Support Zonc

Enemy General Support Zone

Enemy Direct Support Zone

Enemy (ontact Zone
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wh,•re 1, 2, 3, 4, represent 100, 200, 300, 400, yards
respectively. Thý model provides for 999 units on each axis.
Therefore, the operations area represents dn area 99,900 x 99,900
yards, which is approximately 57 miles x 57 mhles. The beach is
represented by the hoizontal line 'Z = k whe, k is large enough
to allow all cuppnrt ships and A/C orbit polnt- to be placed
between Y = 0 and t - k. Fhe locations of the fire support ships,
A/C orbit pointc and targets are irppt parameterr represented by
coordinate, (X 'x In this manner, the distance between ships and
targets or orbit points and targets can easily be determined, The
distance of aircratt carrier.s and land bazes trom the beach -re
usually of such magnitudes as to place them outside our coordinate
system (possibly in exces- of 100 miles), This poses no real con-
btrai--t. for the- di-tan,.e of each carrier or land base from the
operations area 1i represented as an input parameter. In this
manner, the flying time between carriers and targets or orbit points
can be determined

Enemy dpfenses are separated into four zones parallel with '-'

beach. These 7ones are as follows-

(1) -ontact Zone

(2) Direct Support Zone

(3) General Support Zone

(4) Logis'ic Support Zone

The depth of each zone is an input parameter and can be varied for
any particular stUd, (See Appendix D, lab A )

b Targets - Each target is de-cribed in a table by the use
of inpot parame'ier Any desertptor pertinent ', deiining the
target must be included. Examples are target size, location, type,
and priority. Al s<, th,o order of preic rence of thc v- rious ordnances
that can be used ettectivelv ag-iinst the target must be indicated.
(See Appendix 1, lab E

Although each targ,, which will take part in the game must be
initiallv dek ribed ii a table, it need not be activated (brought
into the sdame) initially. A target kan he aitiv*ited in one of

three ways

(1) It catn bu activated initially

(2) it (a be a~tivated a..t a spetit,- time

(3 It can bth act tvatd randmiy vJzIr inc tIhe play of the game.
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By activating targets using (2) or (13) ab -, surveillance acqui-

sition rates and/or enemy build-up rates can be simtiated. Once a
target is activated, it is conside:ed "known" It is subje-t to

attacK by air and/or naval gunfire.

A target can be given specific coordinates (X, Y), or it can he

assigned random coordinates within its zone of action. A combi-

nation of the two methods can be used in a game, inputing specific
locations for some targets and randomly determining the locations
of others.

c. Naval Gunfire - Each ship is described in a table by the use

of input parameters as to the number of indenendent fire support

systems (calleC' firing units) or, board, coordinates of location,
number of rounds of each type of ordnance, etc. (See Appendix D,
Tab B.) Furthermore, each firing unit is described in a table

indicating the ship number on which it is located, size of ordnance,
maximum effective range, etc. Each type of naval ordnance is also

described in a table as to the nurber of rounds LO fire for effect

on point and area targets, estimated number of rounds to adjus- on

point and area targets, estimated time required to adjust on point
and area targets, ordnance reliability, etc. (See Appendix D,
Tab J.) Provisions have been made to accommodate up to nine types

of ordnance in a _ingle computer run. his allows for a variety of

warhead and fuse mixes. For example, the nine types of naval

ordnance played in a ppLcticular game could be as follows:

Type I - 5" Common, base detonating fuse

Type 2 - 5" H. C.,. variable time tiue

Type - 5' P. C. point detonating tuse

Type 4 - h" A. P., base detonating f_.-v

Ivpe 5 - , It. C., variable time fu-t,

Type t) - " It. C. point detonating bast.

Iype - 8'' H. C., base detonatring ttise

Type 8 8' H. C., variable jzt' Iue

fype ') - 8" Ht. C.. pcint det onating ruse

The times tuach ship is to be activated (b,-ough t into the a:e and

the timi.s that ea, h is to be remmoved ire aIso input parnamet crs ill
the aforementiconed tables. In this manf--r, ship'; Lan be act ivated

and removtec at predetermin d times hroughouw the course of Ole



game, Once activated, a ship is stationary However, if it is

desired to move a ship to a new fire support location at a specific
time, the ship can hi removed from its old location in sufficient
time to enabie it to arrive at its new location, at which tire it
can again be activatrc.

Times for all active support ships to cormmence and cease fires are
input parameters. Thus, all nava' gunfire can be stopped at specific

Limes such as during preplannei air strike,, hou.s of darkness, etc.,
and resumed later in the game. (See AqdendIx P, Tlb G.)

When a support ship is act ivated, either by single shin activation
or b.; naval gunfire activation of all active support ships, a
target search is necessary for each firing unit on the ship. The
target search is oased on the following criteria: target priority,
ordnance preference, zone f responsibility in which the zarget "
located, and whether or not the target is in a restrictive fire
zone. That is, each firing unit searcccs for the tighiest priority
target in its zone of responsibility which is not in a restrictive
fire zone against which its ordnance -an be "sel effec.tivelv. Once
targets are selected initiallv for edch tiring unit, the model
generates new events which ire co - quen. es of the fires for effect -
as to 1 lows: Fime is updated at the end of each fIre !or effect and
the et ects art assessed and cc .It thc target iq .ee,,

the ft rinc unit >eaches for a neWa ta c et II the targe(t i o
destro'ed the firing unit can tire surbsequent i ires I or e.'te,*

yv-pas's ihe r lrgýe , o r tnraner the .tget t H•r vupport I
either o. the latter two dc, is ions r made, the ftr-ir' ult I
searches , or i new tarc. t ihis t* o ess ,o: oi, t I c-ak V .r:;
unit on e ih irce support ship untii that 'rp iS ov ot.i"' .
rCmovCe fro.Ii the .ame. or until all rniv1 uil 1t:,r I C I A:. '
•aximu-', nun~hr ol t ires tor efei to ire at . ta:.et'

dec is 01L t -" p ss the t -tar et or It in:z I r 1" o .iT sntppi'. i

the maxi- 'u"o I mber o1 tires tor cii ect are tI.put pararet. : e': ,g

funCt ioS 01 the tatjget tCpe

i,• i >ucporl t -he air Support pot on oh the mo"el .1,Sst
oX rirenl imne air s:trikes md alert statu~s ,ir strike', in: ;enera,-,•
.111! pit,-)-av strnies cil 11 e ot tret prep.ianned ty'pe wh'ihe P-day
st r iket K., beo. either t vpe.. The ,,modiel doe, n-ave th'e c:.arail I t,

to pt ii I ! s' t U;.•us ai,, rat t di :in 5: the pre,-',-d v n .,tior i,, in is
•apab iiti .1. need ed i r" a s ptcifii study.

* ach airr rI ii '5descri'ed in a' t '',vt by:!e .: or input patanieters
is to the' a,rer' or I inc Tis•. .'o '.-hch alrciat: :s assigned,the 01 pon. , if -y [ " '.eIt

t ine *h .ii r a ts shoun 1 e 'ac iva'. e• r' 'u' ' '':t t tne ;amte),
stardar i .,r ne load, airrat' irj si. pee ' e tc. CVee

Append ':.P i.a .

u I ! plWh v 4



Each type of air ordnance is also des- ed in a table as to the
number of ordnance delivered per pass area and point targets,
delivery altitude for point and area to':gets, ordnance reliability,
etc. (3ec Appeadix D, 'Tab L.) in order to allow for a variety of
aircraft ordnance and fuse combinations, provisions have been madje to
accorruodate up to fine types in a !ingle computer run.

The number of aircraft used for a strike on a target can vary from
one to four depending upon the characteristics of the tatget and
aircraft avail-bility. The maximum number and mini:-.um number of
aircraft to use for a strike on any target that is subject to air
attack ar_ input parameters in the target table. When an air
reqaesL is received for ground-alert or air-alert aircraft, or
when a pre-planned assignment is 7ade, if the maximum number of
aircraft specified for a strike against the target is not available
but the minimum number requirement is satisfied, those that are

available are assigned to t'• target-

The times that each pre-planned strike period is to commence,
the number of aircraft to be employed during the strike pc''od,
and target numbers of specific targets to be attacked are input
parameters. If specific targets are not listed for the pre-planned
strike period, the model will select targets of higL-st priority
of those that are active. Ic reality, these assignments would take
place sometime prior to the actual strikes based on "known" targets
at that time. If this course of action is followed, the time that
the assignments would be made must be specified. (See Appendix D,
Tab F.)

For each pre-planned air strike period, aircraft are launched from
either land bases or aircraft carrie-s in sufficient time to enable
them to be over the target area at the time specified. Following
each pass over each target, damage is assessed an( recorded and all
pertinent tables are updated. If an aircraft does not make a
successful pass on the target to which ;t is assigned, subsequent
passes will be made until the target is destroyed or the aircraft's
ordnance and/or flying time hate been exhausted. If in aircraft
makes a successful strike on the target to which it is assigned,
awl if ordnanc cIoad and f ing time permits, other strikes may he
mde . Targets for these subsequent strikes will i be selected from
those that are of the highest priority. Following expenditure of
ordnance and/or flying time, the aircraft is returned to its base,
landing -rnly with the ordr]ant e permitted.

\iert status a;rcLial ar, of two types, ground-alert and air-alert.
The difference be lag that .<round-alert a-ircratt ,iwait target
assignments at toe haste or cairier to which they are assigned while
air-alert. -circraft t •wait taýirget assignments at varioks orbit points
near the cakl,. When an aiir request is rece i ved for ground-alert
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aircraft, aircraft, if available, are launched and sent directly to
the target. The procedure is then identical with that followed for
aircraft making a pre-planned air strike.

The time periods when air-alert aircraft are to be on station (at
orbit points) as well as the numoer of aircraft for each time period
are input parameters. (See Appendix D, Tab H.)

At the beginning of each air-alert time period, the number of air-
craft to be on station, if available, are launched. Once on station,
these aircraft await target assignment. When an air request is
received, the available aircraft with optimum ordnance load versus
target is assigned to the target. Following each pa- on the target,
damage is as-e~sed and recorded and all pertinent tables are updated,
If the pa's is not succescful, the aircraft makes subsequent passes
until the targe' is destroyed or until ordnance and/or flying time
is exhausted. If the strike is saccessful and if flying time and
ordnan-e permit, the aircxaft is returned to it& orbit point to await
further target assignments.

Air alert aircraft, at the end of their combat flying time, are
replaced by ground Alert aircraft Tf prior to this time an aircraft
expends all its ordnance. another aircraft is immediately launched
to replace it.

When an aircraft is returned to its carrier or base for rearmament

or refueling- it i- placed in an inactive status, The time to
reactivate each aircraft is an input parameter in the aircraft
table. When the reartivation time has elap'.ed the piaip is again
placed in an active status loaded with Lhe standard ordnance load
for this aircraft

In order to insure that friendly attacking aircraft are not hit by
naval gunfire projectiles, all pre-planned air strike? should be
planned to occur during periods when naval gunfire iý. ceased. During
an alert status air strike, a restrictive fire plan i, put into
effect. This restricts firing naval projectiles which would pass
through the rectangular parallelepiped in which the attacking air-
craft is maneuvering. The plan is put into effect when the aircraft
arrives in the target area and stays in effect until the strike is
completed, The base altitude of the zone is dependent upon the
ordnance being delivered and the target type The width and length
of the zone are dependent upon the striking flight path of the air-
craft. These dimensions are input parameters

e. Point Target Hit Assessment - In the computation of the
number ofhfits inflicted on a point target from an air dclivery of
N ordnance of a certain type, the target is placed at. the origin
of a Cartesian axis Oxy. The shots or bursts are then assumed to
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form an uncorrelated bivariate. normal d~ ýtribution with means
I M 0 and standard deviations a. and a in the x and y

directions, respectively. The dimensions of the target are increased
on all, sides by the effective miss distance (MI) of this ordnance
versus this target, and the target is then projected onto the xy
plane, the projection being a function of the target height and
depth and the angle of fall of the ordnance. This is shown in
Figure 2 below.

Hm

Side View

E

L.

+, Top View

Figure 2

H - target height

W - target width

D - target depth

E - effective miss distance

S - shadow or projection depth

-angle of fall of the ordnance
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Designating W' E t (I1/2 W, D' - E + 11/2) D, and S' - S -E, •he

single shot hit probabilitý ">'HP) iý reprEcented by the following

integrals.

,D' W 2 2

2 L v 2 dx dy

"- -J -W

""4 -S - E 2 V 2 1

P2  i 2 2-"•xdx dy" ax `y ,v

L

If S " E, SSHP P P- +'

If S S E, SSHP = I

The number of reliable ordnanze and of these, the number of hits

are determined by. Monte .-.irlo sampling

The defleci'•n prcbable err,,-r (DEF', the range prcbable error

(REP), the angle of fill f-r ea:h ,air ordnance, and the effective

miss distance 'EMD. for eaJ air ordnance versue each type of

point target are inp,,F parameter' The DEP, REP, and the angle of

fall are functions ot t.he .rdnanr.e type, release altitude, release

speed, direclor 7y.stem ana the anglz of delivery. The DEP and REP

are used to complete j, total detiection uispersion and 0y, total

range dispersion a- tllow,.:

(TV P)

In the computatio.n ,4 the number Af hitz inflicted on a target

from the delivery of N r-nds of naval gunfire ordnance of a certain

type, the s-ame .1Ji'tribAti)rp i- as.umed, but the target is not

necessarily con-idered to be at the origin Oxy. The target is

placed randoml within a circle ot radlub R centered at the origin.

R is designated as the sp.'ter's adjustment limit, for it simulates

the spotter's adjustment of the mean point of impact (MPI) of the

N rounds to within s-ome speci.fied distance from the target. R is

an input parameter and can be .pecliied as zero, if desired, to

simulate perfect -potter , adjuý,tment.
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Letting h. and k I ; c -i.lt t ,iv r;1idoi)O p, ) : . •,d NV in. I ,;
of the Larget, in rc:l . ioil to the MNI, the SSi' i•~ c tepi.scnLt.d by

the following integrals:

k h+w e.L ? +]
2 e ay 2 dx$dW

1 k+D' 4S E h+ W 2 ~F + 2
P22ifvxn Y 0 jjFW e !OX CYTcx~

k+D' W'

If S', E, SSIP = P-

If S r. E, SSHP = P1

The number of reliable ordnance and, of the!;e, the number of hits
are determined by Monte Carlo sampling.

There are two major sources of dlpersions of naval projvctiles,
ammunition dispersion and firing system dispersion. Aimnionit ion
dispersion is caused by the hete-ogene i ty of -am,,nmin it ion, "ind F i ring
system dispersion is catv7,d by :trors in tlic II it, nt ral -yýl , in
on the ship. Deflection ammunition dispersion, ax1, is ,ssumed to

be a constant mlu error and itl an input parameter for ePcih size of
nav*1 ordnance. Range ammunition dispersion, n.1, is .. input

paremter for each size of naval ordnance in 1000 yard increments.
Deflection and range firing system dispersion, Ox2 and cy2,
are assumed to be constant mil err)rs and are input parameters for
each firing system on each ship. The above dispersions are combined
to yield ax, the total deflection dispersi n and oy, the total range

dispersion as follows:

O'x = I •X12 + •x2 2

Gy- = Jy 2 + Oy22

The angles of fall are input parameters for each size of naval
ordnance in 1000 yard increments. Also, the EMD's for each type
of naval ordnance versus each typv of point target are inpu!
parameters.
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f. Point Tarjet Damage Assessment - Damage to point 'ai,;(t

is assessed using the conditional kill probability concept. For
each ordnance type (both air and naval gunfire) versus each
target type, the conditional kill probability, that is, the
probability of kill given a hit, is an input parameter. For each
bit on a point target, drtermined by the aforementioned nethods,
Monte Carlo sampling is employed to determine if any of the hits
is a kill.

g. Area Target Hit and Damage Assessment - The mean area of
effectiveness (MAE) for each type ordnance versus each type area
target is an input parameter. The MAE is assumed square, and
thus, any round of ordnance falling within (1/2) V'- of an area
target is considered a hit, covering or killing some percentage of
the target. This is illustrated in Figure 3 below.

y

Id I

e

f

D x

Figure 3
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a (1/2) v/T-

D = target depth

W = target width

d ordnance hit point

eXf , area of target killed by thiý hit

(eXf,/(WXD) - percent ct target killed by thi.- hit

The number of hit: inflict-d on an area target from an air delivery
or naval gunfire delixery of N ordnan.e oi a certain type is deter-
mined by increasing the dimeni.ons of tb- target on all sides by
(1/2) M/E (as shown in Figure 3) and then employing the same methods
employed for poit targets, ThE only difference is that the heights
of area target- are ass.Lmed to be zero, and tha, there is no pro-
jection onto the xy plane due to angle o: imtact Each hit thus

determined is placed randomly in the target area, (W+ V , X(Ds A),-
and the total area covered or killed iý derermined by -,mmxng the areas
covered by each hit allowing for overlaps Perzent coverage is then
determined b\ dividing the area covered by the area of the target. For
each target, the per cent covwrage nece--ary - kill 'he target is an
input parameter The target if recorded aý. killed when the per cent
coverage is greater than or equal to the input r~quiremept

INPUI REg' IREMENrS

Input requirement., ior thp Supporting Arm- Modtl can be divided into
two categories techni-al data and operational drta

rechnical data .ai be ipplied by toe _S, ,. Naval Weapons Laboratory,
Such data include tiring 'y-tem di-per.in and ammunition dispersion
data for naval gý,ntire di-pcr-ian data ft,r air released ordnance,
target vulnerability and weapon lethality data tor both naval and
air delivered nrd-.ance again-t various types of targets, etc. These
data are being ', mnled from B.,rea.o of Or !,ance and Bureau of Weapons
publication!! and other ýertinpnt technit.al reports lhey will be up-
dated as more valid r-,,ort- b-come available and as new ordnance are
developed and report- .tating their charakterst tcs and effectiveness
become available

Operational data mu:-t be Fuplied bv the "user" or "customer" for a
particular o~.cratLIL cr plan of actioi Suc:h data ,nclude the
number of fire 4 qport -h p, by type. in the operation and the
amount of ammunition b, type on eath ship, the number of aircraft,

by type, in the owerat ion and the -tandard ordnance load for each,

intelligence laa concerning enemy targets, ,,tc Appendix D is a

12



detailed listing of operational data needed to exercise the model

for operational use. It should be noted tLat irn addition to the
data in Appendix D, some liaison will be require& ;ri•-h the "customer"
prior to computer runs to insure that the prollem is understood,

RESULTS

The print-out of ever; table at any given time yields the status
of each element in the game at that time. Fowever this is both
cosly and time consuming. It is for this reason that several tables
are used to summarize ou-put, These output tables contain the
following type of information: the total amcunt of each type of
air and naval ordnance expended, the target numbers of "killed"
targets, the amount of ordnance expended on each target, the number
of missions flown by each aircraft, etc

As a means of illustration, one output table the Output Storage
Table, is shown in detai! below The entries (OSI) in this table
are listed chronologicaily. The information in this table is
listed for each nave) gunfire and air mi.sion.

OUTL'rP STORAGE TABLE (S)

OSI XXXXX lime this mission was initiated

0S2 XXMXX Time this mission wa, completed

0S3 XXX Target number ot the target being attacked in
this miss ion.

0S4 XXX Firing unit or aircrift number of The attacking
elemcnt. It it was a naval gunfire attack, the
tiring unit number i recorded; it it was an air

ý,trike, the lead ai'-cratt number is recorded

0S5 XXX 2nd aircraft number
It it was an air strike an~d

0S6 XXX 3rd aircraft number involved more than one air-
craft, the other sircraft

OS7 XYX Lth aircraft number numbers are recorded here.

0S8 UX Ordnance number of the type ordnance delivered.

0S9 XXX Number of rounds delivered during this mission.

Oslo XXX Number of target hits,

13



OSil X.XYX The single shot hit pr.obability (SSHP) computed
in the model t.)r the ordnance delivered during
this mission.

0S12 XX Gun - target range in 1000 yard units if this was
a naval gunfire mis-lon,

OS13 X S..at-_s of the target at the end of this mission

0 - target active.
I - :-arget killed.

It should be noted with emphaSLI t~hat thi,, is a st.c-chastic model.
Che results will vary frn-m run t) run. with the came input data.
Therefore, the results from any Single compt~ter run. have little
meaning. Sufficient replications of computer run-, must be made to
yield a "goo)d1 statistical Fa-ple and the results must then be
analyzed by stati~tical techniques t,,- determine which output
have statistical significarie. Of' cour-e further analysis must
be made to determine which of the statis:tically tignificant results
have militarysinicce

AREAS OF APPLICATION

The versatility aft he SUpp~r~ing Armsý Model pro-,ides for a wide
variety of studi9:,' and applicati~nv. Several area-, of appli-
cation are describcd below-

a. Weapon-s effects trudiet. can be conducted to determine the
effects of virying the weapons uied again~t a given complex of
targets. Studiec af this kind would provide comparison data of
proposed tables of equipment weapon syztems Rllocations versutv
operational table, of eqhipment weapon sy-temý allocations
Furthermore, one ordnance would be compared with another as to
the effects4 each welld have o- a Qpecific, target.

b. Studie-. (ani N: conducted to examine air delivered ordnanc~e
planning factors which have been described in d~cumented con-
tingency iwar plansý or operat~on- .rir for actual mount-out of
amphibious Marine expenditionary tor'LS I'hi- means that targo-ts
from the intelligence annex and the air support schedule from the
stir support annex would be played with various ordnance mixes to
determine the expected number of each type reqUiired for the

ope rat ion,

C. Similar studies, cý.n be conducted to examine naval
delivered ordnance planning factors or a combination of air and
naval ordnance planning factors.

I~



d. It is anticipattd that a large and comprehensive parameter
study will be conducted to generate prediction equations which will
serve as an aggregated means of assessing the outcome of various
possible confrontations of naval gunfire elements and air support

elements with a wide variety of target complexes.

PROBLEM SUBMISSION

All problem submissions should be made to the Chief of Naval Operations
(OP-06C), with a copy to Commander, U S. Naval Weapons Laboratory,
Dahlgren, Virginia (Code: KRW).
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GLOSSARY

ALERT AIRCRAFT STRIKE PEPiOD - A time period during which ground or

air alert status aircraft are on station and available for immediate

target essignment.

ANGLE OF FALL - The angle between the projectile trajectory at

impact and the horizontal or ground plane.

AREA TARGET - In general a target consisting of several elements

(such as a personnel target) whose dimensions are large compared
with the "damage radius" of the weapon.

DEFLECTION PROBABLE ERROR (DEP) - The distance on each side of the

line passing through the mean point of impact (MPI), parallel to

the line of flight, which will, on the average, enclose 50 per cent

of the ordnance impacts. It is assumed the MPT is on the target.

EFFECTIVE MISS DISTANCE (EMD) - The EMD of an ordnance in causing

a specified level of damage to a particular target element .s the

maximum distance from the target which the oldnance can hilt and

cause the specified level of damage.

KILL CRITERION - A definition of the minimum damage level which

a weapon must inflict on a target for the target to oe considered

incapacitated.

KILLED TARGET - A target which is at least damaged by the amount

specified by the kill criterion.

MEAN AREA OF EFFECTIVENESS (MAE) - The MAE of an ordnance in

causing a specified level of damage to a particular tasreý element

is the area over which that ordnance, on the average, ill cause

the specified damage to the target.

MONTE C(ARLO SAMPLING - Sampling simulated by the selection ot

random numbers.

ORBIT POINT - A location near the assault area. out oi the range

of enemy AA itistallatlions, where air alert aircrat" urbit while

awaiting target assignments.

PASS - A single run by one -r more aircraft over t target

POINT TARGEt in general, a target consisting of oIv one element

whose dimensions are small compared with the "damage radius" of

the weapon.



ýRE-PLANNED STRIKE PERIOD - A time period during which pre-plrnnedair strike, occur.

RANGE PROBABLE ERROR (R•P• The distance on each side of the linepassing through the mean point of impact (MPI), perpendicular tothe line of flight, which will, on the average, enclose 50 per centof the ordnance impacts. It is assumed the MPI is on the target.

STRIKE - The pas- or tLL,, of passes made bv one or more aircraft
when attacking a tcrget,

4
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SA TkBLES

I Future Event FE

30 Output Control Oc

50 Miscellaneous input MIT

51 Battle Area BA

52 Support Ship Status SU

53 Naval Gunfire Caliber cr

54 Naval Ordnance Type NO

55 Firing Unit FU

56 Inactive Target Description TN

57 Anti-Aircraft Working Storage AW

58 AA Characteristic AA

59 T'rget Description rD

60 Aircraft Characteristic AC

61 A/C Ordnance Characteristic ho

62 A/C Type I Standard Ordnance SOl

63 A/C Type 2 Standard Ordnance S02

64 A/C Type 3 Standard Ordnance S03

65 A/C Type 4 Standard Ordnance S04

66 Target Aircraft Assignment TA

67 Multiple A/C Activation MA

68 Preplanned Air Strike PP

69 Naval Gunfire Commencement & Cessation TT

70 Orbit Point Description OP

71 Target Type Characteristic TW

72 Target Working Storage TK

73 Target Coordinate TC

74 Alert Aircraft Time Period AG

75 Output Storage OS
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SA EVENTS

15 Output

16 End Game

50 Target Ordering

51 NGF Ordnance Delivery -nd Assessment

,)2 Ship AcLivation and Deactivation

53 AAA Gun Availability

54 Target Availability

55 Target Transfer

56 Aircraft Selection

57 Target Assignment

58 Target Selection

59 Multiple A/C Ordnance Delivery and Assessment

60 Single A/C Ordnance Delivery and Assessment

61 Restrictive Fire Plan

62 Airciift Reactivating

63 Aircraft Removal

64 Preplanned Strikes

65 Aircraft Launching

66 Aircraft Activation at Orbit Point

67 Torget Activation

68 Naval Gunfire Commencement and Cessation

60 Aircraft Activation

70 Orbit Point Activation

71 Ordnance Load Standardization

72 Aircraft Time Period Event

Area Coverage Routine

A/C Attrition Routine
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SuP P OF. 1"NG AM1S

ECENI FL)WSCRMA11C

ýIni".ial Input laýc eeto vn

Target Ordering Event Naval Ordnance Delivery

Naval Gunfire Co~mwarcp 
- adAssm vn

ment & Cesastion Event Area Coverage Routine

Ship Activation and ~r~
Deactivation Event

A/C Attrition Routine
Aircraft Time Period
Event

I -,AA. Gun Availability Event

Preplanned S~rike EventAraCv ag Rotn

Target Assignment Fver-A C A t it o o t n

ZTarget Activatior. Event 
_ T_

Aircraft Activat,.n Pa

Orbit Point Acý:i~a'a:' I

Eventn

Aircraft Launching Ev'_rt

Aircraft Reactivation Fi-'. %V

RestLrictive Fire Plan Event
Aircraft Removal Eiw't _

iLActivation at
Target Transfer Eve' t Orbtt Point Event
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BASIC OPERA'IIONAL INPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR rHE SUPPORTING ARMS MODEL

The following tables are not necessarily consistent with the listing
in Appendix A, This is because technical data requirements have been
omitted, and some of the remaining tables have been condensed into
one. Sample data have been included in these tables as a meanb of
illustration, In the event that some input values are not known,
NWI. will furnish these, subject to the "customer's" concurrence.

a. Assault Area Diagram - (See Tab A) This diagram should
illustrate the assault land and sea area showing the enemy defensive
area and sufficient zea area to include all gunfire support stations
and aircraft orbit points. The assault area should not exceed
57 x 57 miles, Aircraft carriers need nct be included in this dia-
gram. However, their distance from this area shculd be indicated.

b. Support Ship Status Table - (See Tab B.)

c. Aircraft Carrier Table - (See Tab C )

d. Aircraft Characteristic Table - (See Tab D )

e. Target Desripti4on _Table - (See rab E )

f, Pre-planned Air Strike Period Table - (See Tab F

g. Naval Guntire Commencement and Ce-,ation Table - (See Tab G,)

h. Orbit Point De_-criwion __able - (See Tab H )

i. Assault Area Tabl - (See lab I

j. Naval Ordnance Table - (See Tab J )

k Miscellaneous Input Table - (See lab K

1. Aircraft Ordnance Table - (See lab L.)

[,,



TAB A

Enemy Logistic Support Zone (Zone 4)

Enemy General Support Zonc (Zone 3)

Enemy Direct Support Zone (Zone 2)

Enemy Contact Zone (Zone 1)
X2 x3 xL4 x 5  Xb

/ Beach /
•/ N. /

Beach Reference Point / /

DO I

S•. /

\ / .

SDD2

CAI

SA/tA Orbit Point

Coordinates of all fire support ships, orbit points, and t.e b, cv

reference point should be indicated. iones of responsibilit\ eo: each
ship should be indicatcd as ibove. For example, DMI will onl\ tire
between x1 and X3 'CAl will only fire between x, and x5 P' ' ' ,

fire between x4 and c',. Each ship will tire inland as far is tle r a•,ce

oa the weapons aboard 11r" L Ii specific c oor-dlnates are not c ven to

any enemy targets, the mode, has the capability to place t .rc '5ts

rando•mlyv within their rc-sp'. tive z.cnes. However, if this course 01

action is taken. the width and depth ot each of the four .'one '•n
cated above muqt be sp, ied (see V'ab E and T,,b 1).



TAB B - Support Ship Status Table

Each fire support ship should be listed according to number (say, DDI,
DD2, . . ., CAI, CA2, ... , CLI, CL2, .... etc.) and the following

information provided.

Sample Data

(1) Ship namber ..... ................ ... CAI

(2) Number of simultaneous firing missions which 1 8"/55
can be effected by this ship ........ .. i 5"/38

(3) Number of roynds nf each type cf ammunition 4500 5" HE
on this ship f,-r pie-D-day and D-day, pre-H- 1500 8" HE

hour destructive fires. ........... 500 5" Common

10O 8" AP

(4) Initial fire support position for this ship (a)

Second fire support position (if any) . . . (b)

Third fire support position (if any). . . . (c)
Fourth fire support position (if any) . . . ) _J)

(5) Time this ship ib to begin destructive fires

at initial position ... ............ ... (a)

at second position (if any) ........ .. (b)
at third position (if any) ...... ......... (c)
at fourth position (if any) ........ .. (d)

(6) Time this ship is to end destructive fires

at initial position ..... ... ............ (a)
at second position (if any) ........ .. (b)
at chird position (if any) ...... ......... (c)
at fourth position (if any) ........ .. (d)

(7) (See Tab A) Lordinates of zones of responsi-
bility for this ship
at initial pc•-ition ... ............ ... (a) x 2  to K5
at second position (if any.) ........ (b) to

at third position (if any) ....... ......... () to
at fourth position (if an).) ..... ........ () O to
(NOTE: xý and x 5 shoild be expressed in
terms of coordinates as well as the zones
of responsib iLity 1o0 the remaining
positions if thvy ark ýsed.)

Thesedata can be arrangid in a table ,imi ar 'o the following one.
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SUPPORT SHIP STATUS TABLE

) 2) (3) (4) (5) (6)(7
CAl i 8"/55 4500 5" HE (a) (a) (a) (a) X2 to

1 5"138 1500 8" HE (b) - (b) (b) (b) 2 to x_

500 5" Commn(c) - (c) (c) (c) _- to __

400 S" AP (d) __._ (d) (d) (i) __ to __

CA2 -- - - - (a)-- (a) - (a)- (a)- to-

(c) - - (c) - (c) (C) to -

(d)-- (d) -- (d) - (d)- tc-

DDI

etc.



TAP C - A/C Carrier Table

Each aircraft carrier and land base should be listed according to

number (say, CVAI, CVA2, . . ., LBI, LB2, . ., etc., where 1I1

signifies lard base n1omber i) and the following information provided.

Sample Data

(1) Carrier or LB nirnb...r . .............. ..... CVAl

(2) Number of attack A/(, by type, on this carrier 24 A4E
or land base ..... ................. .... 24 A6A

(3) coordinate3 of this carrier or land base . ._.

(4) Time this carrier is available at the above

coordinates to ia&n:v. attack A/C ......... 0700 D-i

Thesedata can be arranged in a table similar to the follo'4ing one.

A-C A(__ RIER TABLE

(i) (2)._ (3)
CVAI 24 A4E 0700 1-l

24 A6A

CVA2 - - - -

etc.

Sm



TAB D - Aircraft Characteristic Taole

Each aircraft should be listed according to number (say, A4EI, A4E2,
I A6AI, A6A2, ., etc.) and the following information provided.

Sample Data

(1) A/C number .................. ................... AA'i

(2) Carrier or baie this A/C assigned to ...... CVA2

(3) Orbit point this A/C assigned ". (if any, see Tab H) OPI

(4) Time this A/C available for target assignment or
station ass gnmentv .................... .... 0600 D-day

(5) Turn about time ................ . hours

(•) Standard ordnance lo&_ on this A/C ......... ... 6 MK 81 Bombs
8 Zuni Rockets
1 Bullpup A

Thesedat8 can be arranged in a table similar to the following one.

.qC CHARACTERISTIC TABLE

%6k,. CVA2 OPI 0600 D-day 3 hrs. 6 M- 8) Bombs18 Zuni Rockets

1 Bullpup A

A6A2 - - - - - - - -....

etc. -j --

b



TAB E - Target Description Table

Each target should be listed according to number (say, T!, T2,
etc.) and the following information provided.

Sample Data

(1) Target number ........ .................. ... TI

(2) Target type by name ..... ............... .... Pillbox

(3) Target width (ft,) .......................... 10

These dimensions need not be

(4) Target depth (ft.) given for standard targets 12
such as trucks, tanks, etc.

(5) Target height (ft.) ...... ................ . 3

(6) Type of fire specified (NGF or Air) .... ....... NGF

(7) NGF ordnance preferences . ist choice .......... 8" AP
o 2nd choice (if any) 5" Common
i 3rd choice (if any)

* 4th choice (if any) "
5th choice (if any)
6th choice (if any)

(NOTE: Only those ordnances listed will be
used against the target.)

(o) Maximum number of times to fire for effect
with NGF ..... ..................... 8

(9) Coordinates of target (if known) .......
(If the coordinates of the target are not known,
the target will be placed randomly in one of the

four zones shown in Tab A. The appropriate zone
should be listed under (10) below.)

(10) Depth zone (not needed if target coordinates are

given in (9) above) ... .............

(11) Target priority .... ................... A

(12) Per cent of lethal coverage required to "kill"
area target (not needed for point targets)...

(13) Should target be turned over to air or by-
passed if NGF fires are ineffective (indicate

Air or Bypass). (Not needed for targets

originally assigned to air under (6) above.), Air

7



Sampl~e Data •

(14) Minimum number of A/C to be used for an air
strike against this target .......... .. 2

(15) Maximumn number of A/C to be used for an air
strike against this target ......... 4...

(16) A/C ordnance preferences. 1st choice Bullpup A
2nd choice (if any) Mk 81 Bomb
3ru choice (if any) Mk 82 Bomb
4th choice (if any) Mk 83 Bomb
5th choice (if any) Mk 84 Bomb
6th choice (if any) Zuni Rocket
7th choice (if any)

8th choice (if any)

9th choice (it any) _

(Note: Only those ordnances listed will be used
against this target.)

(17) Time this target will be a "known" target o 1000 D-1

(Not needed if this target is considered "known"
at the beginning of the operation. By inputing
specific times, surveillance acquisition rates
or enemy build-up rates can be played.)

These data can be arranged in a table similar to the following one.

8
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TAB F - Pre-planned Air Strike Period Table

Each pre-planned air strike period should be listed according to
number (say, P1, P2, . ., etc.) and the following information
provided.

Sample
Data

(1) Strike period number ..... ............. ..

(2) Maximum number of Aircraft to use during
this perioa. .............. ................ 20

(3) Time to cotm ence this air )trike period (time
at which Aircraft will be over target area).. 0700 D-1

(4) Target numbers of specific targets to
be attacked T6

T7
T8
T9
TIO

(If specific targets are not listed, the number
of aircraft listed under (2) above will strike
targets of highest priority. If this course of
ac--ion is taken, the model simulates the assign-
ment of aircraft to existing targets of highest
priority. Since in reality, these assignments
would take place some time prior to the actual
strike based on "known" targets at that time, the
time such assignments would be made must be
indicated under (5) below.)

(5) Time aircraft will be assigned to targets (not
needed if specific targets are listed under
(4) above ........ ................... .

These data can be arranged in a table similar to the following one.

PRE-PLANNED AIR STRIKE PERIOD TABLE

__ _ (1), (2) __.(3) (• _)

PI 20 0700 D-1 T6
T7
T8
T9
T1O

P2 ----------

etc.

10
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TAB G - Naval Guafire Commencement and Cessation Table

This table is needed to commence and cease firing on all active fire
support ships during the pre-D-day and D-day, pre-H-hour, destructive
fires. It provides for ceasing fire on all active fire support ships
during periods of darkness, preplanned air strikes, etc., and then
commencing fire at some later time. The following information should
be provided.

Sample Data

(I) Time to commence NGF, ist period 0500 D-1

(2) Time to cease NGF, ist period ....... .. 1200 D-1

(3) Time to commence NGF, 2nd period ...... .. 1400 D-l

(4) Time to cease NGF, 2nd p..friod ...... .. 1900 D-1

(5) Time to commence NGF, 2nd period ..... 0500 D-day

(6) lime to cease NGF, 3rd period ....... .. 0730 D-day

etc.

These data can be arranged in a table similar to the following one.

NAVAL GUNFIRE COMMENCEMENT AND CESSATION TABLE

(1) 0500 D-1

(2) 1200 D-1

(3) 1400 D-1

(4) 1900 D-1

(5) 0500 D-day

(6) 0730 D-day

etc.

11



TAB H - Orbit Point Description Table

Each orbit point should be listed according to number (say, OPI, OP2,
'. .. , etc.). The times that air alert aircraft are to be on station
at each orbit point as well as the number of aircraft for each time
for each orbit point should be provided.

Sample Data

(1) Orbit point number ........ OPI

(2) Coordinates of this orbit
point ...............

(3) Times that air alert air- (a) 0600 D-1 to 1800 D-1
craft are to be on ttation (b) 0500 D-day to 0700 D-day
at this orbit point .......... (c)

(4) Number of aircraft to be (a) 4
on station at this orbit (b) 4
point at the times listed (c)
under (3) above ..... ............

These data can be arranged in a table similar to the following one.

ORBIT POINT DESCRIPTION TABLE

(I) (2) (3) (4)

OPI (a) 0600 D-1 to 1800 D-1 (a) 4
(b) 0500 D-.day to 0700 D-day (b) 4
(c) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (c) ______

OP2 - - - - (a)---------- --------- (a)-----
(b) ---------- --------- (b)---- .
(c) ....------------

0P3
etc.

12



TAB I - Assault Area Table

Referring to the assault area diagrams in Tab A, the following infor-

mation should be provided.

Sample Data

(1) Beach reference point coordinates .. ......

(2) Depth of zone 1 (yds.) ... ............. ... 2,000 yds.

(3) Depth of zone 2 (yds.) ... ............. ... 8,000 yds,

(4) Depth of zone 3 (yds.) .... ............. ... 15,000 yds.

(5) Depth of zone 4 (yds.) .... ............. ... 30,000 yds.

(6) Width of zones 1, 2, 3, and 4 above (yds.) . . . 21,120 yds.

(Dimensions (2) through (6) above need not be listed

if all targets are given specific coordinates.)

These data can be arranged in a table similar to the following one.

A$SAULT AREA TABLE

(1) (2 (3) (4) (5) '3

- 2,000 8,000 1.5,000 30,000 21,120

13
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TAB J - Naval Ordnance Table

Each type of naval ordnance should be listed by type and the following

information provided.

Sample Data

(1) Type ordnance ............... .................. 5"/3' Conrnon

(2) Number of rounds to fire for effect on point
targets ........... ................... .... 12

(3) Number of rounds to fire for effect on area
targets if different from (2) above .......

(4) Estimated number of roinds to adjust on point
targets ......... ........................ 5

(5) Estimated number of rounds to adjust on area
targets if different from (4) above ..... .......

(In items (4) and (5) above, if a specific number
is not available, an interval of values will be
sufficient, for L.:ample, 3 to 7 rounds.)

(6) Estimated time to adjust on point targets . 5 minutes

(7) Estimated time to adjust on area targets if
different from (6) abovw ...................

(8) Estimated time to fire for effect on point
targets ........... .................. . . .... minutes

(9) Estimated time to fire for effect on area
targets if different from (8) above .......

(In 4 tems (o) thro,:gh (9) above, if specific timnes
are not avatlable, an interval of time will be
sufficient.)

NAVAL ORDNANCE TABLE

(1 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) () (8)()5"/38 ...

Common 12 5 min. min.

5"/38
H.E. -- --- ---

6"/47
A ,P- -

et'-=



TAB K - Miscellaneous Input Table

The following miscellaneous inform.tion should be provided.

Sample Data

(1) Estimated time between fires for effect on
the same target .... .............. ... 2 minutes

(2) Estimated time bctween different firing
missions ...... ................. ... 4 minutes

(3) Estimated time to transfer target to air
support if NGF fires for effect are in-
effective ..... ................. ... 3-6 minutes

(In items (1), (2), and (3) above, if a specific
time is not available, at' interval of time will
be sufficient, for example, 2 to 5 minutes.)

(4) Length of restrictive fire zone (yds.). . . 17,600 yds.

(5) Width of restrictive fire zone (yds.) . . . 3,520 yds.

(6) Time first ground (carrier) alert aircraft

become available if this concept is employed

(7) Number of days in operation prior to and
including D-day ......... ..............

(8) Number of fire support ships tor pre-D-day
and D-day, pre-H-hc.r fires ........

(9) Number of attack aircraft for pre-D-day and

D-day, prc-H-.hk:r su.pport .................. 80

(10) Total nimber of targets ... .......... 600

This information can be atranged in a table similar to the following one.

MISCELLANEOUS INPUT TABLE

Sample 'ata S amp Ic tD,' i

(1) 2 minu~te. (____)_

(2) 4 mint (7)

(1) 3-6 min:t.c (8) 5

(4) 17,oOO yd., (9) 60

(5) 3,520 yds. (l0) b00
15



TAB L - Aircraft Ordnance Table

Each type of aircraft ordnance should be listed by type and the following
information provided.

Sample Data

(1) Type ordnance .......... .................. ... Mk 81 Bomb

(2) Number delivered per pass point target 2

(3) Number delivered per pass area target if
different from (2) above ..... ............. .

(4) Delivery altit de point target .. ........ .. 1000 ft.

(5) Delivery altit-de - area target if different
from (4) above . .......... ................ .... 2000 ft.

k.6) Ordnance delivery speed .... ............. ... 450 Knots

(7) Ordnance DEP ....... ................... . .... 110 ft.

(8) Ordnance REP . ...... ................... .... 185 ft.

(9) Ordnance reliability (over-all) ..... ......... . Q8

(If specific values for items (7), (8), and (9) arc
not known, ex"it.ng data at N,4L 'will be used.)

(10) initial strike runl altitude ...... ........... o000 !t'

(11) Angle of deriver% w,:h hori,:ontal ...... ........ 30

These data can be ar:-ng d "n a table similar to the I Iuoin ,

AlF.,. F-AFr ORDNANCE TABLE

Builpup A ... . .

,, - F -• - --5' Zuni R~ockct -j... ..

h e t c, t_ _ _ _
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